SACRED HEART SCHOOL
AREA OF LEARNING
PSED
Self-confidence & selfawareness
Managing feelings &
behaviour

C&L
Listening & attention
Understanding
Speaking

PHYSICAL
Moving & Handling
Health & Self-care

MEDIUM TERM PLANNING FOR F2
TOPIC: PEOPLE WHO HELP US

WEEK 1 (17.4.17)
Work as part of a group or
class, taking turns and
sharing fairly, understand
that there needs to be
agreed values and codes of
behaviour for groups of
people, including adults and
children, to work together
harmoniously. Talk about the
rules that are necessary for
using large apparatus safely.
How do these rules help the
teacher? How do the rules
help children? Enjoy using
large apparatus. Encourage
children to understand both
how they are helped and
how they can help

WEEK 2 (24.4.17)

TEACHERS

FIREMAN/WOMEN

Make a list of names
of all the people
who help them at
school. Think about
the people who
clean, who make
meals, who look
after the books, who
set out activities and
who answer the
telephone. Talk
about what would
happen if one of the
people was ill and
could not do their
work. Help the
children to
appreciate that each
person has an
important role.
●Classroom/ school
role play. Children to
take it in turns to be
the teacher help
their pupils
Funsport Planning

Look at and describe the
headgear that the
firefighters wear.
Why do they need helmets?
Discuss the dangers of their
roles.
Discuss importance of
keeping safe. When do they
wear helmets, protective
clothing? e.g. cycling,
reflective clothing when out
in the dark etc.

Introduce the word
‘uniform’ and ask the
children to describe
those worn by the fire
officers.
Invite someone from
the emergency services
to visit and talk about
their uniform and
equipment they use.
Provide uniforms and
equipment for related
role-play
Role play – fire station,
fire engine, control
centre

Funsport Planning

WEEK 3 (1.5.17)
Talk about why someone might
need to visit the
doctors/hospital?

WEEK 4 (8.5.17)
The importance of rules

Health and safety
Taking medicines

What happens when we don’t keep
to rules set and agreed?

Why do we have rules?

SUMMER TERM 1 2017
WEEK 5 (15.5.17)
Talk about exciting things the
children have received by post,
such as birthday cards, parcels,
letters & postcards

WEEK 6 (22.5.17)
Talk about being kind to all of
God’s creatures and looking
after all animals – pets, wild
animals, insects etc.

How does it make us feel when
we receive things by post?

Who has a pet? What pets do
we have? Pets are part of the
family, we love them and need
to look after them

The importance of medicine
and when and why we take
them

Dealing with a pet dying

DOCTORS
http://www.tes.co.u
k/teachingresource/Peoplewho-help-us6012926/
Link to children’s
own experiences –
visits to doctors/
hospital
Asking questions –
what do you want to
find out about the
role of a
doctor/nurse?
Role play -Hospital,
ambulance
Control centre

Funsport Planning

POLICE

POSTMAN

VET

Role of a police
officer
Role play -Police
station
Jail
Control centre

Role of a postman
Sorting office
Writing addresses

Vet role play area with soft
toys

Funsport Planning

Funsport Planning

Why do we need to look after
animals? They can’t
talk/express themselves, need
looking after.
Different between pets and
wild animals

Funsport Planning

LITERACY
Reading
Writing

PHONICS
MATHS
Numbers
Shape, Space &
Measures
UNDERSTANDING
THE WORLD
People & Communities
The World
Technology / ICT

EXPRESSIVE ARTS &
DESIGN
Exploring & using
media & materials
Being imaginative
Music

Read Mr Tick the
Teacher by Allan
Ahlberg and Faith
Jaques. Is Mr Tick
similar to teachers
that the group
know? Would
children like to be
taught by Mr Tick?
Interviews – people
who help us at
school
Explanation writing
Making signs
Grandpa goes
missing
Make finger puppets
of the people who
help at school. Use
the puppets to talk
about what the
people have done to
be helpful.

Fireman Sam stories and
website
Non -fiction texts – finding
out about the role of fire
fighters.
Recount – a day in the life of
a fire fighter
Lists and labels – equipment
and uniform check
Taking and writing messages
through role play

Text –Topsy and Tim go to the
doctors/ hospital
Non-fiction texts – finding out
about the role of doctor/
nurse.
Visit to school – nurse
Asking and answering
questions
Recount – a day in the life of a
doctor / nurse or writing about
what happens when you visit
the doctors….
Lists and labels – equipment,
doctors bag, uniform
Label body parts

Text – Burglar Bill
Visit police officer
Stories - familiar settings e.g. lost
Road safety

Postman Pat Stories
Jolly Postman
Writing Letters
My address

Stories about pets – Six Dinner
Sid, The tiger who came to tea,
Dear Zoo
Sequencing stories, making up
own stories about pets and
vets.

Phase 4 Tricky Words
Writing sentences
Ordering numbers

Phase 4 Tricky Words
Writing sentences
3D shapes

Phase 4 Tricky Words
Writing sentences
Estimation

Phase 4 Tricky Words
Writing sentences
Money

Phase 4 Tricky Words
Writing sentences

Phase 4 Tricky Words
Writing sentences

Help children to look closely
at their surroundings and to
notice how furniture is
arranged and where things
are kept. Encourage them to
compare these observations
with a picture of a classroom
in the past with children
seated in rows, writing on
slates. Help them to notice
people’s expressions and to
think about how it might
have felt to be at school
then. Who would have
helped those schoolchildren
Using a tape recorder
Dictaphone to record
interviews
Make a portrait of
someone who helps
them at school
Encourage children
to choose their own
materials and
techniques.

Designing / making fire
engines
Investigating wheels – which
shapes roll the best
Investigate containers squeezing and squirting
Investigate materials –
reflective clothing
What were fire engines like
in the past?
How have they changed

Investigating sound
Loud/ quiet
Which sounds make the best
sirens?
Healthy food
Keeping healthy

Visit from police officers

Find out about a postman’s
journey/day in the life.
Draw maps
What are stamps and why do
letters need stamps?

Differenve between pets and
wild animals

Design and make an
emergency vehicle

Puppets – people who help us
e.g. doctor, nurse, fire fighter,
police officer
Painting X-Rays on black paper
with white paint

Making our own post box for the
classroom
Cards and gifts for people (to
‘send’ by post)

Making get well soon cards for
animals.

What a doctor does?
Where a doctor works?
What we find at the Doctors?
Why it is important that we
have Doctors

Look inside a police car
What does a police officer do?
What jobs do they have to do?
Catch bad guys, help people in
traffic accidents, put people in
prison etc.

Make police helmets
Police role play
Police badges

What do vets do to help us?
How can we help animals in
the wild? What to do if you
see a hurt hedgehog/bird etc.

Playing with animals in role
play area

VISITORS

Help children to
draw around one of
their hands and to
cut it out. Decorate
hands with
drawings of children
or adults being
helpful. Use the
hands as leaves on
a ‘helping hand tree
Staff in School

Fire officer

School nurse

Community police officer

Visit local postal office

